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English 6  Progress Test 4, Units 7, 8 and 9
Macmillan

Name: _______________________________

Part 1 

Advertising crazy  

Chewy Choc
The new chocolate bar that you chew 
and chew

Chunky and delicious creamy milk 
chocolate on a chewy toffee bar

Mmmm, it’s chunky, it’s 
delicious,  

FRITZYPOP!

• fizzy
• fruity
• fantastic

FRITZYPOP!

Cool, light and refreshing for hot sunny days

Choose from seven fantastic flavours:

sweet strawberry, bitter plum, fresh mango, 
lemony lime, green apple, cool coconut and pink 
peach 

Try one today! It’s the coolest drink 
around.

Pete’s Pizza
Sizzling sausage,

     Rich tomato sauce,

          Melted cheese on a   
          delicious crunchy base,

It’s got to be Pete’s Pizza. 

Special offer: two family-size pizzas 
for the price of one

Don’t wait — offer ends soon!

What colour’s your tongue today?

Amaze your friends with Gooby 
Goo

it’s Chewy Choc!

1. Read the texts. Answer the questions.   /3 

Example: Which product is a drink? FRITZYPOP!   

a. Which product is new? __________________ 

b. Which product is a bargain? __________________ 

c. Which product comes in different flavours? __________________ 

d. Which product is not sweet? __________________ 

e. Which product comes in different colours? __________________ 

f. Which product is good in summer? __________________ 
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2. Find four examples of alliteration in the texts.   /4
Example: Chewy Choc  

__________________  __________________ 

__________________  __________________ 

3. Find words in the texts that rhyme with these words.   /3 

Example: shoes choose    

a. think __________________  d. nice __________________ 

b. kite __________________  e. graze __________________ 

c. late __________________  f. through __________________ 

Part 2 

1. Read the text. Complete the sentences with who, which or where.   /5
Example: Last year, I went to a television studio to see a game show which was being 

filmed for Channel One.    

The woman (a.) __________________ presented the show was called Barbara. There was a boy 

(b.) __________________ had won two thousand pounds already in the game. Then he had to choose 

a ticket to win a holiday. Unfortunately he chose an envelope (c.) __________________ didn’t contain 

a Golden Holiday ticket. It contained a ticket for a Horrid Holiday. He had to spend a night alone in 

an old castle (d.) __________________ there were no lights and lots of cobwebs and spiders. I’m glad 

it wasn’t me (e.) __________________ won that prize. I’m terrified of spiders!

2. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs. Use the past simple 

or would + verb.   /5 

Example: If I had (have) a lot of money, I would spend (spend) it on travelling.    

If I (a.) __________________ (can) travel to any country in the world, I (b.) __________________ (go) 

to Australia. If I (c.) __________________ (go) there, first I (d.) __________________ (go) diving in the 

Great Barrier Reef. I’m sure I (e.) __________________ (see) the most amazing fish and coral! Then, if 

it (f.) __________________ (be) possible, I (g.) __________________ (travel) into the outback to visit the 

famous Ayers rock. If I (h.) __________________ (have) time, I (i.) __________________ (visit) Sydney to 

see the famous opera house. I think it (j.) __________________ (be) the holiday of a lifetime!  
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Part 3 

1. Jimmy and Ben are spending a week on an island alone for a TV programme

called Deserted Island. Use the pictures to give you some ideas about what 

happens or use your own ideas to write a scene from the TV programme. Follow 

the instructions below.   /10

a. Write an opening paragraph to tell the reader ...

• where the scene is set. 

• who is in it.

• what is happening.

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

b. Write what the boys say and do. Remember to put in the stage directions  

that tell the actors the way to say and do things.

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 


